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PROTECTION AUDIT

GENERAL INFORMATION

TO BE FILLED IN BEFORE INITIATING PROTECTION AUDIT PROCESS

This protection audit is an exercise to assess the threat levels in the conservation site and current
strategies available to address those threats. It consists of three exercises: 1) Threat Assessment,
2) Enforcement Assessment, and 3) Conservation Oriented Patrol standards (COPS). The protection
audit also suggests a mitigation strategy based on the above three assessments.

FOR CONDUCTING A PROTECTION AUDIT

ROAD MAP

?

1

Talk to relevant government agencies to get
agreement

2

Identify funding needs for assessment
Develop work plan

3

Consultation workshops
Field verification/assessment with park authorities

4

Data interpretation & analysis
Final report

5

Implementation of results
may need specific proposals for filling the gaps

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ)

Why do you need a protection audit? WWF has been providing enforcement support to conservation sites across
the globe. This support ranges from technical advisory support to almost running the conservation sites. The Protection
Audit is developed by the WWF enforcement group to help the WWF focal point in assessing the on-ground situation
to help in strategizing their support to conservation sites. The Protection Audit highlights the strengths and weaknesses
of the PA that not only helps WWF but also the conservation site manager in decision-making, tactical planning and
resource allocation.
Do I need government support for this? Yes, ideally the protection audit shall be done in collaboration with the
relevant government agencies because it is an evidence-based exercise and all the necessary verification information
lies with the government. In addition if government is not involved then they may not endorse the results. That makes it
difficult to implement the recommendations. However, where government support is not available or possible it can be
done by WWF focal points based on his/her knowledge of the conservation site.
How long does it take to complete a protection audit? It purely depends on the availability of the verification data.
Normally if the data is available in the computerized system then it takes 2-3 months to complete the entire exercise.
Do I need fund, how much? Yes, the exercise needs field visits by the expert group and discussion workshops with PA
authorities and frontline staff. However in many cases these activities can be covered under existing protect activities.
Based on experience conducting previous assessments you would need approximately USD 10000 for each site.
Can I do it myself or do I need external expertise? It can be done by WWF/TRAFFIC enforcement focal points at
site/landscape/national level with support from enforcement experts who have developed the system.
What is the incentive for me? The Protection Audit is a highly recommended exercise by the Zero Poaching program
and the Wildlife Crime Initiative therefore doing this will increase your chances of getting more support from the network.
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THREAT ASSESSMENT
This is a process of identification and analysis of those
key factors that endanger the valuable assets within a
conservation site. Threat Assessment aids conservation
site managers in drawing up effective protection strategies
for their parks.
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THREAT ASSESSMENT
STEP 1: IDENTIFICATION OF THREATS
1. Identification of assets of the park (eg. key species like tiger, elephant, rhinos)
2. There can be three types of threats:• Current threat - immediate threat to the valuable asset of the park (eg. poaching, habitat destruction, grazing
etc.)
• Near future threat - can be threat to the valuable asset of the park in next 2-3 years (eg. a road coming up in
the park)
• Future threat - can be threat to the valuable asset of the park in next 4-5 years (eg. concessions, industrial
growth, and human resource for the park)
3. List different types of threats- this should be done in consultation with the stakeholders and from the existing
threat data/crime data. It advisable to use at-least 3-5 years of threat data.
STEP 2: DETAIL ASSESSMENT OF THREATS
Each threat identified in the above step shall be critically analyzed in terms of extent, distribution and trend. This step
will help conservation site managers in understanding the distribution of different threats and the damage they cause
to the parks. List of information PA managers would need for threat assessment (but not restricted only to these question).
For a threat analysis the following questions need to be answered:
• Data (both temporal and spatial) on all the threats.
• A map distribution of key species in the conservation site.
• A map distribution of human activity in the protected area.
• A map of important man made features (human habitations, roads, temples, high tension overhead electric
lines, villages etc.).
• The road infrastructure including all main and secondary roads in and around the park. An indication of which
roads are fair-weather and which are usable year round.
• Rivers, canals, bridges, mountain passes (or other choke points) and established tracks with specific
emphasis on which seasons they can be used for transportation.
• All known commonly used entry/ exit points around the Park?
• Points at which poaching incidents have happened (priority species and prey) in the last five years?
• Which areas around the park have populations of known traditional hunting communities also any points
indicating temporary camps used in the park for illegal activities.
• Provide details of the hunting communities. Name of the communities, permanent settlement or nomadic?
• Religious places (temples/dargah/ashrams) inside the park?
• Points where well-known poachers are known to reside in the area (in at least a 100km radius). As much
information about these individuals as possible e,g. where are they from, what is their present social status,
who all are their key associates near the Park? List of well known/already identified trade centers in the area
(in at least a 500km radius)?
• Which localities have a higher concentration of legal and illegal firearms? What is the trend of consumption of
cartridges in such areas?
• Which are the areas, which suffer from high human-wildlife conflict, especially with respect to species like the
tiger, leopard, bear or elephant?
• What is the cropping pattern of adjoining areas and what are the different crop protection measures including
illegally put up measures like live electric wire or snares?
• Which are the water bodies, close to the periphery of the PA that attract wild animals especially during
summer?

DATE:
PARTICIPANTS TO DATE:
FACILITATED BY:
NOTES:

1. BACKGROUND
Background of the area and current threat prospective

2. ASSETS
Biological assets

Cultural assets

3. THREAT ANALYSIS
Possible threats to the above mentioned assets; threats can both be inside and outside the park

STEP 3: ANALYSIS
This step includes the analysis of all the threat data parks managers have collected in step two and producing the
threat report (attached). Some of the outputs PA managers will get after the threat analysis;
• Maps with the distribution of threats
• Threat score cards
• Priorities on the basis of threat scores
• Recognition of the perpetrators
• Threat trends
STEP 4: MITIGATION STRATEGY
A mitigation strategy shall be developed through a work/meeting with the park authorities and other concerned stakeholders. This strategy shall also be supported by an operation plan/implementation plan.
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TABLE 1: THREAT IDENTIFICATION

TABLE 2: ANALYZED ISSUES
No.

Threat

Attacker /
responsible

Type of
problem / attack

Location of
attack / problem

Reason /
motivation

Current
interventions

Immediate threat

Near future threat
next 1-3 years

Future threat
next 4-5 years

THREAT DETAILS
Each and every threat listed above shall be briefly explained and what it causes. If possible each threat shall be
supported with a map showing the distribution of threats on a time scale.
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SCORING: 1 Low, 2 Medium, 3 High, 4 Very High

TABLE 3: PRIORITIZATION

Asset
(Key Species)
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Threat

IUCN status

National
Legislation
status

Number in
Park

Potential for
sustainable
revenues (score)
ecotourism, game
hunting, etc.

Vulnerability
to hunting /
Unsustainable use
(score)

Vulnerability
to Habitat loss
/ specie loss /
fragmentation
(score)

Replacement value
(score)
How difficult would
it be to bring the
species back if it
goes extinct at the
site?

Priority species /
protection
(score)
Key species as per
the management
plan

Total

Priority
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PROTECTION ASSESSMENT
This is a process of gathering information on current protection practices
in place to effectively address threats to species and their habitat. An
exercise is carried out in consultation with the park authorities where
sets of questions are asked to park management and frontline staff
to gather information on protection, backed by evidence and field
verification.
PACS: Protection Audit for Conservation Sites page 14
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PROTECTION ASSESSMENT

3. BASIC AMENITIES
FOR PATROLLING

STEP 1: CONSULTATION WORKSHOP
1. Conduct a consultation workshop with the park manager, relevant advisors, enforcement team leader and patrol
team leaders.
2. Communicate the workshop schedule well in advance and provide them the list of information you would need to
complete the protection audit.
3. Make sure that all relevant people listed in point 1 attend and actively participate in the discussion.
4. It is evidence based assessment therefore all information provided by the park authorities should have supporting
documents (e.g. Latest list of staff to verify the actual number of staff on ground).
STEP 2: FIELD VERIFICATION
Field verification shall be done by the assessment team to verify the information gathered during the workshop. This
will help in finding any disparity in the information provided at the park HQ with the field realities.
STEP 3: VISUALIZATIONS OF RESULTS
Most park managers would not be interested in detailed reports therefore appropriate info graphics shall be used to
represent threat assessment and protection assessment.
1. GENERAL INFORMATION

RESULT

SOURCE OF
INFORMATION & MEANS
OF VERIFICATION

REMARKS

RESULT

SOURCE OF
INFORMATION & MEANS
OF VERIFICATION

Percentage of patrol staff
with patrol boots

Resource allocation list
from store room at PA HQ
& Field verification

Percentage of patrol staff
issued with first aid kits

Same as above

Percentage of patrol staff
who receive at least two
sets of uniform every year

Same as above

Percentage of staff who
have bedding facilities at
outposts and utensils for
cooking

Same as above

Percentage of staff who
have radios (or equivalent)
during patrols

Same as above

Percentage of staff who
have torches for night
patrols

Same as above

Percentage of staff who
have digital cameras

Same as above

REMARKS

Country
4. ASSESSMENT OF
THE CURRENT PATROL
REGIME

Landscape name
PA name
Legal status of the conservation site

PA notification

Area (sq km)

PA notification

Year of last METT evaluation /or any other evaluation

METT report

METT score

METT report

Frequency of evaluation:

METT report

2. STAFFING

RESULT

Number of sanctioned staff
Number of staff required
for effective management
of conservation site

SOURCE OF
INFORMATION & MEANS
OF VERIFICATION
Government notification
PA manager’s opinion

Number of sanctioned staff
positions filled

Payroll list

Number of staff involved in
patrolling

Staff allocation list & field
verification

Average age of patrol staff

Staff details

REMARKS

Average number of
personnel per patrol and
patrol party composition

SMART patrol reports &
field verification

Average number of staff
per 100 sq km

Can be calculated from
the data but field verification is required

Number of outposts

PA HQ documents, field
verification and SMART
patrol reports to see if any
station is inactive

Number of vehicles (bike,
motorbikes, jeeps, boats,
planes)

PA resource allocation list
& field verification

Presence of a protection
plan

Check the protection plan

How often the protection
plan is updated

Check the protection plan

Tactical site map in place

Consultation workshop
and field verification

What is the smallest patrol
unit (eg. patrol block, beat
etc.)?

PA HQ documents

Size of the smallest patrol
unit

PA HQ documents

Patrol sector delineated

Consultation workshop
and field verification

Permanent presence in all
patrol sectors

Consultation workshop,
field verification and
SMART patrol report

Patrol sector assigned a
lead ranger
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RESULT

SOURCE OF
INFORMATION & MEANS
OF VERIFICATION

REMARKS

Same as above
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(TABLE 4 CONTINUED)
Presence of SMART/MIST/
alternative

5. POST CRIME
SMART reports

Frequency of patrol
planning

SMART patrol planning
reports and field verification by interacting with
frontline staff

Factors considered in
patrol planning?

Consultation workshop,
field verification by interacting with frontline staff

Who leads the patrol
planning?

SMART patrol planning
reports, field verification
by interacting with frontline staff

Percentage of patrol staff
authorized and able to
carry a weapon

Valid arm license SMART
patrol reports and field
verification by interacting
with frontline staff

Percentage of patrol staff
issued with a weapon

PA resource allocation list
& field verification

Percentage of patrols with
GPS tracking

SMART patrol reports

Average daily patrol length
(hrs)

Same as above

Percentage of patrol hours
by patrol type

Same as above

Percentage of park covered by patrols in last year

Same as above

Clear written rules of
engagement set
Intelligence network
established and active

Percentage of cases with
access to a wildlife crime
investigator

Consultation workshop &
field verification

Percentage of cases with
access to a wildlife lawyer

Consultation workshop
and field verification

Percentage of arrests
in last year that lead to
prosecution:

PA court case database

REMARKS

Consultation workshop
& field verification by
frontline staff interaction
SMART reports and field
verification interacting with
frontline staff

Do you have specific
budget for building and
maintaining an informant
network?

PA budget allocation
document

Percentage of intelligence
led patrols

SMART patrol reports

Are there any multiple
agency patrols?

SMART patrol reports

If trans-boundary park, do
you have mechanism for
regular collaboration with
border security forces?

SMART patrol reports,
field verification, transboundary accord

If yes, How often do you
do joint patrols?

SMART patrol reports

Do you have a community
engagement program to
engage local communities
in conservation?

Consultation workshop
& field verification by
interacting with staff

How many designated
staff for community
engagement?

Terms of Reference of
staff at park HQ

Number of staff with power
of arrest

Terms of Reference of
staff at park HQ

Number of staff with power
to file court cases

Terms of Reference of
staff at park HQ
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RESULT

SOURCE OF
INFORMATION & MEANS
OF VERIFICATION
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COPS
Conservation Oriented Patrol Standards (COPS) is a set of
indicators for conservation site managers to assess the patrol
regime. It is an evidence based assessment tool that helps
conservation site managers to monitor and evaluate their
patrol strategies.
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CONSERVATION ORIENTED PATROL STANDARDS (COPS)
1. AN ENFORCEMENT PLAN MUST BE IN PLACE FOR THE PA
The enforcement plan will be based on the enforcement strategy and will provide the guidelines for patrol activities
and planning. It should contain:
• Situation: Containing a list of Threats to the Conservation site, maps, aerial photos, etc.
• Mission (Objectives): Maintain an effective compliance and enforcement capacity to mitigate the impacts of
users, visitors and illegal activities.
• Execution (Methodology):
i) Maintaining regular reserve patrols particularly along the boundaries,
ii) Ensuring the effective deployment of the enforcement and compliance members towards controlling illegal
activities, enforcing legislation and regulations,
iii) Mapping areas where illegal activities occur and maintaining an inventory of incidents
• Administration and logistics:
i) essential provisions for transportation, clothing, and equipment
ii) a safety and risk assessment
iii) training requirements
2. MINIMUM OF FIFTEEN DAYS/NIGHTS OF ENFORCEMENT RANGER PATROLS PER MONTH
The patrol schedule and adequate staff numbers may allow for 100% coverage over the month, but at the minimum,
a random 50% coverage using available staff is required. This is to include night patrols. Day/nights are for 24 hours
periods of actual coverage. i.e.; 15 x 24hrs. This may vary from country to country or park to park. Please refer to the
patrol standards of your country (if any).
3. COVERAGE OF ACCESSIBLE AREAS OF THE PA
Patrols that cover at least 75% of all readily accessible biodiversity and poaching hotspots of the PA per month. If the
area is accessible to the public, it must be patrolled by the rangers. At least 75% of all accessible areas covered per
month.

•

Be aware that there exists a ranger presence in the area to show “ownership” of the PA – that Government is
paying attention to its PAs
10. A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MUST BE IN PLACE BETWEEN PATROL TEAMS AND HEADQUARTERS
The type of communication system will only be as sophisticated as budgets and terrain allow, however rangers must
be able to get emergency assistance by some method.
11. A LAW ENFORCEMENT-MONITORING TOOL SHOULD BE IN PLACE
Some LEM tool is being used such as M-Stripes, SMART (We often cannot dictate which system is in use but we must
be able to keep track of results, plan for future activities, analyze results and show improvements). SMART is the most
advanced LEM tool therefore it is being highly recommended.
12. TACTICAL MAPS ARE AVAILABLE OF THE PA AND SURROUNDING AREAS
Actual maps, not something contained electronically, these should be of the Topographic type Scale 1:50,000 and
1:25,000. “GIS” produced maps often do not include areas outside the PA. The PA is not an “island”. It is essential that
the maps include all the surrounding areas, and are suitable for posting on a wall, so that coloured pins designating
various crimes can be affixed.
13. ALL MAJOR ACCESS POINTS/ROUTES SHOULD BE CONTROLLED
There should be a “gate house” at the entrance to the PA, or on the road traversing the PA, to welcome visitors,
monitor traffic access and egress, and search suspicious vehicles if necessary. This forms part of the visible deterrent
approach.
14. INCLUDE MULTIPLE AGENCIES
Different Government legislation and regulations apply. In some PAs the enforcement rangers will be trained,
authorized and capable of properly carrying out all their duties. In this case the PA would be exempt from this
requirement.

4. MINIMUM OF FOUR TEAM MEMBERS
If patrolling by vehicle or boat, this may be reduced to three members. In addition to normal enforcement patrol
requirements and efficiency (contact & cover officers) this is also an officer safety issue. If a ranger is injured then two
of the rangers can carry him out, while one is available for point, or one ranger can stay with the injured ranger while
the other two go for assistance. If the rangers are travelling by vehicle or boat, then the difficulty with the transport of
apprehended persons or injured individual changes, therefore three rangers will be adequate.
5. INCLUDE AN OFFICER TRAINED TO COLLECT EVIDENCE
At least one of the enforcement patrol team must be trained in wildlife crime scene investigations (WCSI) and
informant handling and interrogation techniques. The minimum standards expected are the successful completion
of the regional equivalent of following modules, eg. 2003 Competence Standards for PA Staff in SE Asia; ENF 2.3
Correctly secure, manage and process a crime scene, ENF 3.4 Follow correct procedure for dealing with violations,
seized or confiscated evidence, ENF 3.7 Develop and manage informant networks.
6. POWERS OF ARREST
Enforcement patrol rangers must have powers of arrest. This includes the powers of detention necessary until the
suspect has been handed over to the police, or powers of arrest to process for court, within the agency. These powers
are necessary to effectively deal with poaching and other incidents or threats the rangers may face.
7. ENFORCEMENT PATROLS MUST BE SUPPORTED BY AN INFORMER NETWORK
As in many areas of law enforcement, confidential informers (CIs) are a crucial part of the system. Most conservation
sites (PAs) are too large to be adequately patrolled. Therefor using informants and targeting known hotspots or
suspected individuals, will make the patrols more effective. (UNODC claim that 86% of border seizures result from
informers).
8. MOBILE TEAM
Consisting of PA staff effectively deployed to respond to “hot spots” and other illegal activities not covered by regular
patrols. This mobile team is internally staffed, allowing for standardized training, operating procedures, protocols,
equipment, control and immediate response if needed
9. SOME RANGERS SHOULD BE PERMANENTLY BASED ON SITE
These rangers may either be in an outpost, a ranger station or a guard house at the PA’s entrance or other available
site. The public must:
• In an emergency or circumstances requiring assistance, be able to contact rangers at a known location
PACS: Protection Audit for Conservation Sites page 22
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OBJECTIVE 1
Protection: Maintain an effective protection and enforcement capacity to mitigate
the impacts of users, visitors and illegal activities
Trained Investigator/evidence
officer/Wildlife Crime Scene
Investigator (WCSI) - An
enforcement patrol team must
include a trained investigator
in WCSI, informant handling
and interrogation techniques.
(Note 5)

Ensure the filling of vacant staff posts in the approved organogram for the conservation site

1

Item

Criteria

Score

All vacancies are filled with
suitably trained and qualified
personnel

Vacancies remain unfilled for long periods of time

0

Vacancies are filled with unsuitable, or untrained, personnel

1

Vacancies are eventually filled with suitable staff

2

Vacancies are filled timeously with suitable, qualified and
motivated staff.

3

Remarks

Powers of arrest or detention
- An enforcement patrol team
must have powers of arrest or
detention. (Note 6)

Provide adequate equipment for protection and enforcement activities.

2

Item

Criteria

Score

Are the Field Rangers issued
the basic equipment listed in
Table 1

Not equipped

0

Partially equipped

1

Fully equipped

2

Equipment exceeds listed items

3

Not equipped

0

Partially equipped

1

Fully equipped

2

Equipment exceeds listed items

3

Not equipped

0

Partially equipped

1

Fully equipped

2

Equipment exceeds listed items

3

Do the field rangers carry the
items listed in Table 2 while on
patrol?

Do the rangers carry First Aid
kits equipped as listed in Table
3?

Remarks

Correct patrol procedures –
while on patrol do the rangers
follow all the guidelines listed in
Table 4?
General patrol tactics - Do the
field rangers correctly follow all
the basic patrol tactics listed in
Table 5?

3

Criteria

Score

Enforcement Strategy - An
enforcement strategy and
implementation plan must be in
place for the conservation site,
(Note 1)

Nil enforcement strategy

0

There is a strategy but it is not often referred to

1

There is a strategy which is used occasionally when drawing up
action plans for the PA

2

0
1

There is a designated WCSI who has received some training

2

There is a designated WCSI who has been trained & meets or
exceeds the Regional or National Standards for crime scene
investigations or country equivalent

3

Nil powers of arrest or detention

0

The members have powers of detention but practically never do
so, or are unable to do so

1

The members have powers of detention and but seldom
exercise then

2

The members have powers of arrest/detention and actively
enforce legislation

3

Never comply

0

Sometimes comply

1

Majority compliance

2

Always comply

3

Never comply

0

Sometimes comply

1

Majority compliance

2

Always comply

3

Collate and maintain and information (from patrol reports, SMART, informer networks) on all incidents to enable planning for effective
deployment of protection and enforcement resources and capacity and to provide feedback for future management activities.

Maintain regular enforcement patrols, particularly along the boundaries
Item

Nil trained investigator/evidence officer/WCSI
There is a designated evidence collection officer who has not
received any formal training

Remarks

Item

Criteria

Score

Remarks

Monthly patrol plans - drawn up
by the PA manager & the head
of the LE ranger patrol teams,
taking into account previous
illegal activities and reports
from informants & prior patrols.

No monthly plans are made

0

Instruction given to
assist implementation

Monthly patrol plans are made but not implemented

1

Monthly plans are implemented but results are not used towards
future plans

2

Monthly plans are made, implemented, and results are fed into
the next planning session

3

Nil information network

0

Occasional tips

1

Regular information received from registered Confidential
Informants (CIs) & prior patrols

2

Regular information plus a Wildlife crime hotline in place and
manned 24/7

3

The strategy is the basis of regular monthly patrol planning
activities

3

Fifteen days of patrols per
month – regular enforcement
patrols that provide a minimum
coverage of fifteen days &
nights of patrols, per month.
(Note 2)

Nil coverage

0

0 – 4 days patrol coverage

1

5 – 14 days patrol coverage

2

More than 15 days patrol coverage

3

Coverage of accessible areas
of the PA – patrols that cover
at least 75% of all readily
accessible areas of the PA per
month. (Note 3)

Nil

0

Patrol trails only

1

Patrol coverage of 25-75% of accessible areas per month

2

Patrol Coverage exceeding 75% of accessible areas per month

3

Ensure the effective deployment of the protection and enforcement rangers towards controlling illegal activities, enforcing legislation
and regulations

Minimum of 4 Rangers -

Nil patrols

0

Item

Criteria

Score

A minimum of four rangers on
an enforcement patrol (Foot
patrol)

60% of patrols go out with less than four rangers

1

Mobile team – consisting of
PA staff effectively deployed
to respond to “hot spots” and
other illegal activities not
covered by regular patrols
(Note 8)

No Mobile team

0

Mobile team designed on paper but not actually operational

1

Mobile team responds sporadically

2

Mobile team is on 24/7 standby and respond efficiently whenever
required

3

Permanent presence - Some
rangers should be permanently
based in the PA at ranger
stations, outposts or access
points (Note 9)

Nil permanent presence

0

0 – 9 random days

1

10 – 22 days office hours or weekend duty

2

23-31 days of presence 24/7

3

Communications with
Headquarters; A communication
system must be in place
between patrol teams and HQ.
(Note 10)

No official communications network

0

Exists but comms are sporadic and unreliable. Or; a good
system is in place, but not being used

1

Good reliable communication system exists and is in use

2

Minimum of 3 Rangers (Mobile
patrol) (Note 4)

30% of patrols go out with less than four rangers
100% of patrols go out with four or more rangers
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4

Informer network - Enforcement
patrols must be supported by
an information network (Note 7)
Information to be used to plan
patrols and “hotspot” raids

2
3

5

Remarks
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OBJECTIVE 2
Training: The development of the ranger’s skill base

Maintain an incident’s register and collate information on all illegal incidents in order to monitor effectiveness of enforcement activities

6

Item

Criteria

Score

Monitoring tool - A law
enforcement monitoring tool
must be in place. This will
depend on the PA, but it is
encouraged that a standard
system such as SMART be
used. (Note 11)

Nil monitoring tool

0

In place – but untrained operators or meaningless reports

1

In place – reports are produced irregularly or are regular but
need clarification

2

In place – regular and meaningful reports

3

Records of patrol results – are
results being recorded as listed
in Table 6?

Not recorded

0

Recorded irregularly

1

Recorded regularly

2

Recorded regularly and results are monitored

3

Remarks

Ensure the provision of adequate protection and enforcement training for rangers.

7

Criteria

Score

Tactical Maps are available
of the PA and surrounding
areas. Topographic Ordinance
Survey maps (Scale
1:50,000, 1:25,000, 1:10,000)
not something contained
electronically. (Note 12)

No maps

0

Maps exist but of the PA area only (GIS type)

1

Topographic maps are used but the scale is greater than
1:100,000

2

Topographic maps exist with scale of 1:50,000 or less and are
used in planning sessions

3

8

Criteria

Score

Assign staff to monitor and
control visitor activities

No staff assigned to visitors

0

Staff assigned but TORs are vague

1

Staff assigned and monitor visitor activity but take little action

2

Staff assigned and visitor activity is monitored and controlled to
the benefit of the PA

3

Score

Rangers trained - to ASEAN
Standards (2003) for PA Staff,
Levels 1 & 2, or regional
equivalent

Not trained

0

Rangers have received minimum of training

1

Majority of rangers fully trained & meet or exceed the standards

2

All patrol team rangers trained & meet or exceed the standards

3

No courses arranged

0

Courses are arranged but rangers irregularly attend

1

Rangers attend regular relevant training courses but fail or are
prevented from applying the training

2

Rangers regularly attend relevant training courses and apply
lessons learnt.

3

Training Courses – rangers
regularly attend continuation
training courses designed to
provide adequate protection
and enforcement training.
Remarks

Remarks

Ensure that managers & all enforcement rangers attend and apply training

2

Direct field staff’s protection, enforcement, and compliance activities towards the mitigation of visitor impacts, and ensuring security of
visitors
Item

Criteria

1

Map areas where illegal activities occur and maintain an inventory of incidents
Item

Item

Remarks

Maintain a training record
– Include training courses
attended in the staff’s personal
file and update annually. Issue
each staff member a training
log book to record courses
attended into.

No records

0

Training records kept but no record of improvement

1

Training records kept and some improved staff performance

2

Training records kept and obvious signs of staff improvement
and application of training materials

3

SUB TOTAL

Erect signage indicating risk of prosecution for illegal activities within the PA, in particular on road access, public roads traversing the
reserves including signage to warn drivers of need for reduced speeds and/or consequences of breaking the speed limit.

9

Item

Criteria

Score

Signage - indicating , but not
limited to: the boundaries of
the PA, entrance gates, speed
limits, various penalties

No signage

0

Signage erected but not adequate or appropriate

1

Signage erected appropriately

2

Signage clearly indicates the PA, the boundaries, basic rules &
penalties, speed limits, visitor facilities

3

No Access control

0

Exists, but is not regular enough to be depended upon to control
illegal vehicles, pedestrians

1

Regular and dependable access control is in place during
opening hours of the PA.

2

Access Control - All major
access points/routes must be
controlled. (Note 13)

Remarks

SUB TOTAL
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OBJECTIVE 3
Cooperation: The integration of the Patrols into local and regional
compliance and enforcement initiatives
Maintain good relations with local police offices, military units, prosecutors, local govt. agencies and adjacent landowners.

1

Item

Criteria

Relationships - developed
through meetings and
assistance.

No meetings are conducted

Multi-agency patrols - An
enforcement patrol team may
include multiple agencies,
Some PAs require multiagency patrols to cover
jurisdictional issues.
(In PAs where it is not
necessary due to currant
legislation or fully competent,
trained, and authorized
Rangers. Subtract this item
from the total amount when
calculating final percentages)
(Note 14)

Score

Remarks

Meetings are conducted with some relevant parties

0

Meetings are conducted with all relevant parties but little followup

1

Meetings are conducted with all relevant parties and useful and
constructive relationships are developed

2

Meetings are conducted with all relevant parties and useful and
constructive relationships are developed

3

SNo

Does each ranger have the below items?

1

2 Uniform shirts

0

2

2 Uniform trousers

3

1 Uniform cap

4

1 Web belt, nylon 4,5cm

5

1 Bush jacket

6

1 Jersey

7

1 Rain suit/poncho

8

3 T-shirts (subdued)

9

2 Combat boots or shoes

10

1 Rain boots (gum boots) – pair

11

4 Socks – pair

Required by legislation but teams don’t exist.

Required by legislation/regulations and the teams are in
existence but not operating

1

Required by legislation/regulations and the teams are in
existence but not up to full complement

2

Required by legislation/regulations and the teams are fully
operational.

3

TABLE 1
Personal Issued Kit

Confirming the activities in PAs that specifically require compliance with legal requirements, and advising staff members accordingly to
ensure compliance and adherence
Item

2

Identify legal requirements –
all legislation and regulations
that have a bearing on any
activities occurring in the PA.
i.e.; infrastructure development,
forest laws, labour law, and
road traffic law, are identified
and registered.

Criteria

Score

No relevant legislation identified

0

Partial register of all relevant legislation identified

1

Register of all relevant legislation identified

Remarks

Collate and maintain a legal register on pertinent legislation for the PA and advising patrol members on particulars

3

Do the field rangers carry the following
items while on patrol

1

A method of communication e.g. cell
phone/radio?

2

Camouflage net, for personnel or
equipment, in observation posts?

Item

Criteria

Score

Maintained and updated copies of all legislation and
regulations pertinent to the
operation of the PA

No copies of pertinent legislation.

0

3

Water-bottles and metal cup? (personal)

Full copies of pertinent legislation, but staff are unaware of the
resource.

1

4

Knife? (personal)

Partial copies of pertinent legislation. Some staff refer to them

2

5

Matches, flint, or lighter? (personal)

Full copies of pertinent legislation and staff are aware and refer
to them

3

6

Water purifying tablets?

7

Handcuffs (or plastic cable tie)?

8

Small torch?

9

Binoculars?

10

Camera?

11

Personal First Aid Kit

12

GPS

13

Ranger Based Data Collection (RBDC)
Forms?

SUB TOTAL

TOTAL SCORE
Out of a possible 87* points

No

NA

Yes

No

NA

TABLE 2
Patrol Equipment

SNo

2

Yes

Remarks

Score = X
Total Percentage
X / 87 =
*84 if Multi Agency patrols are not approved by legislation
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TABLE 5
General Patrol Tactics

TABLE 3
First Aid Kits
SNo

Do the field rangers correctly follow the
following basic patrol tactics?

1 Hemostat (artery forceps)

1

Travel light?

2

5 pair Surgical gloves

2

Reflect no sunlight during daytime?

3

1 tweezers

3

Silence equipment at night?

4

1 pair of small surgical scissors

4

Communicate using hand signals?

5

2 triangular bandages

6

1 Elastic 4” bandage

5

Ensure all-round observation at all times?

7

1 packet assorted “Band-Aid” plasters

6

Move separately whenever the terrain
allows?

8

20 Gauze swabs

7

Rest separate during daytime?

9

1 roll of 25mm wide adhesive plaster

10

1 Large wound dressing

8

11

2 Medium wound dressings

Circle all water holes and collect
information on whom and what are utilizing
them?

12

1 CPR mouthpieces

9

Avoid walking on game or footpaths?

13

1 tube Anti-septic ointment (e.g. Neosporin)

10

14

1 Anti-septic solution (e.g. Betadine)

Plan patrol routes so as to cross (cut)
possible poacher infiltration routes?

15

12 Anti-histamine pills (e.g. Benadryl)

11

16

1 tube Anti-histamine ointment

17

12 Anti-inflammatories (e.g. Ibuprofen)

Always maintain vigilance and all round
defence during stops for meals, rest or to
attend to ablutions?

18

12 Panadol/Aspirin

12

19

5 Anti-diarrhea tablets (e.g. Imodium)

Before leaving the area, make sure nothing
is left behind such as litter, equipment,
etc.?

20

5 packets Rehydration fluid powder

13

21

1 Waterproof bag for above contents

Not make unnecessary noise such
as talking, kicking stones or breaking
branches underfoot

14

Not walk and smoke

15

Not patrol the same routes every day or fall
into the habit of using established pattern

16

Always record everything they see that
may be important

17

Always obey the patrol commander’s
instructions immediately.

SNo

Item

1

Yes

No

NA

TABLE 4
Patrol Duties
SNo

While on patrol do the field rangers:

1

Carry out law enforcement?

2

Collect information with regards to animals
– numbers, distribution, breeding records,
sex ratios, diseases?

3

Report mortalities?

4

Report on the species and location of alien
plants?

5

Report problem animals?

6

Check vegetation condition?

7

Report on location of soil erosion?

8

Report activities outside the reserve?

9

Remove snares which can cause death or
injury to animals?
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Yes

No

NA

Yes

No

NA

Yes

No

NA

TABLE 6
Enforcement Activities
SNo

Are the following occurring

1

No of verbal warnings being recorded?

2

No of written warnings being recorded?

3

Details of recipients of warnings, being
recorded?

4

Arrests being made for repeat or serious
offenders?

5

Results of court cases being recorded?
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WWF Tigers Alive Initiative in Numbers
• PACS: PROTECTION AUDIT FOR CONSERVATION SITES

100%

RECYCLED

2009
The Initiative was
established in 2009

13
We work in 13
landscapes

+ 1,500,000
The landscapes cover over 1.5
million square kilometres

+ 3,200
There are estimated to be
as few as 3,200 tigers left
in the wild
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Why we are here
To stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and
to build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature.

